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If lhe call~trichines were the first major group of platyrrhines to benefit sc~entilicully 
from the explosion of Interest in platyrrhine biology in the last two decndts. the s a k ~ s  and  
uakaris are the surprise discovery. They are the evolutionary secret uf   he New World 
monkey radiation. hrdden unril now by the lack of a sound framework fur platyrrhine cy5-  

tematics, the absence of any glimmerings of a fossil record and sheer ignorance of  their 
behavior and ecology. Much the same situation existed for callitrichincs. For nearly a hun- 
dred years, sc~enrists have dcbated one way or the other - Are the callithrichines primitive 
or are they derived? No such uncertainties were ever associated with "pitheciines". Classi- 
fications dating to J.E. Gray and St. George Mivart ~n the middle 1800s show that taxonu- 
mists even then treated the three modem genera, Pirhccia. Ci~iropoles, and Cut.ujuo as a 
divergent, natural group. In modern terms. {his implies they are monophyletic, related 
more closely to one another than any arc lo living non-pithec~inr platyrrhines. Until re- 
cently, this legacy was the upshot of "pithecri~le" biology: sakis and uakaris are behavior- 
ally enigmatic and structurally bizarre, but they are an evolutionary cohesive group. 

Although none would contest the notion tha t  characteristic fcatures of sakis and 
uakaris are derived, this observation addresses only one issue - monophyly. United by spe- 
cialized craniodental anatomy that is quite d~vergenl relative to othcr platyrrhincs, we do 
not view these animals as marginal oulliers, but as the survivors of a once diverse radia- 
tion whose origins can be traced through extant forms such as Callicebus and Aotu .~  (Table 
!). Obviously. our view hinges in part on a question of definition: What is a pithcciine? 
Here we break with tradition by including five living genera, not three - Piiht~cin, Chtro- 
poles. C'ucajoo and Callicebus and Aotus (Table I).  This inrerpretation of the subfarnil:, 
developed over the past two decades is based on studies of morphology (Kinzey, 1997: 
Rosenherger 1992), molecular genetics (Schneider, 1996; Schneider and Rosrnberper. this 
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Table I. Genus \eve1 classificarion of the Pitheciines 
- - 

F a m ~ i y  Arelidae 
Subfsmliy Pithcciinae 

Tribe Pitheciini 
Subir~tre Pithecuna 

P ~ ~ h c c i o  - Sakis 
~-hrtopnfes - Beardcd sah 1s 
L'acojao -Uakar~s 
*C~hupirht-rin - Middle hi~ocene. Colomb~a 

Subtr~be Soriaceh~na 
*Sorru~t. /* ir~ - Early Mlocene. ~\rgc.nlina 

Trlbc Honiunculin~ 
Subtr~be Homunculi~~a 

(*)AOIUS - Owl nlonkeys: Middle M m e n e .  Cc~lomb~:t 
* Trenrot-t-hus - Early Miocene. Argentma 
C~11Irfi~hu.1 - Titi monkeyc 

Orher pithcc~ir~es 
*Curlocebus - Early Mlocclle. Argentina 
*Lagunimi~ d + Mtddle Miucenc. Colombia 
*Xenofhrrx - Plc~stocene/Reccn~, .larnaica 

*Fxtincl genus 1 ' )  Living genus whlch ~ncludc- an extjncr specics Scc 
Schneidvr and Rosenberger (this \olumel gt~d Roscrlbqcr ( 1994) for re[- 

ercnccs artd d~scussion.  "Other pirherrtnes" includc fossjls whose relahon- 
+ups wrrhrn Pitheciinac are uncenlln 

volumtl  and fecding ecology (e.g. Ayres, 1989; Kinzey and Norconk, 1490: van Roos- 
malen et al..  1988). Sctir~eider and Rosei~berger (this volume) review the alternative phy- 
logenetic inierprelations. The point we wish to make here IS that the Victorian-era 
pigeonhole of a three-genus subfamily - pitheciines - detracts from one's capacity to see 
the broader picture, such as  the continuity linking the least derived "pit h e c ~ ~ n "  genus, Pi- 
thec~n.  with forms l ike  Cdllic.t~hus on the one hand, and Chiropofes and Cacajao on the 
other hand. 

As Table 1 shows, there are more fossil genera classifiable as pitheciines by our cri- 
teria of munophyly than there are living pitheciines. Our tally of 12 genera, extinct and 
extant, means pitheciines are more abundant, generically, than any other platyrrhine sub- 
family. Moreover, they are morphologically diverse and geographically widespread. These 
paints are profoundly important in considering the evolutionary history of pitheclines and 
their role within the platyrrhint: radiation. The anatomical variety among these tara pro- 
vides not only the linkage that anchors sakis and uakaris to Callicebus and ..locus, but also 
thc connection of this larger group to atelines (Schneider and Rosenberger. this volume). 

The feeding ecology of the pitheciines is becoming well kncwlr. All of the long-term 
studies of the three larger pitheciins (saki-uakarrs) have focused on feeding (Ayres. 1 '386. 
1989; van Roosmalen el al, 1988; Kinzey and Norcoak, 1990, 1993; Peres, 1993; Setz. 
1 994) acd they agree that pitheciins occupy a predispersal seed predator niche in thc Neot- 
ropics. As such, they can ingest fruit at early stages uf maturity and may escape seasonal 
reduction in food resources during the dry season (Norconk. this volume). There are subtle 
differences in the  diets of Pithecis. Chiropo~s ,  and Cacujan, but they are similar i n  show- 
ing a preference for seeds of large-seeded fruit of the families Lecythidaceae and Sapo- 
taceae (Ayres 1981, 19P6: van Roosmalen et al., 1988; Kinzey and Norconk, 1990, 1993; 
Peres 1993). With evidence from long-term studies of feeding ecology, we are beginning 
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to appreciate the tremendous value of seeds as dietary resources. It is significant that the 
feeding pattern of'Pifhecirl fits well into this picture. for its dental specializations are far 
less exlreme than the system shared by Chrropote.~ and Cacujan. As Kinzey (1g92) and 
Rosenberger (1992) have discussed, the dentitions of C~l1icebu.s and Arllus are also hest 
interpreted as part of the hard-fruit and seed-adapted continuum. In fact, Ctzllicebus, and 
less so Aorw, are at the pole opposite that occupied by Chirupotes and Cacajao. with Pi- 
rhet-ia nestled in the rniddte but closrr to the latter. Morphologically, some of the fossils 
listed in Table I are also avatars of hypothetical rnorphotypes, filling In the anatomical 
gaps beiwecn, say, Pilhecio and C~llicebus (cf. Soriacebw). 

Aotus may be the most generalized of the pitheciines ecologically. Wright (this vol- 
ume) describes a diet of fruit supplemented with few leaves and abundant in insects. In- 
gestion of  seeds was not mentioned at all by Wright for Allfus and  the)' lack the 
narrow-tip, procurnbent incisors that is characteristic of the other pitheciines. Cu/lic~ehus 
and Pithecio spp. all ingest some leaves, but Chlropotes and Cacajao rarely take any. In-  
gest~on o f  insects does not appear to indicate significant differences among the species - 
they all ingest insects. However, Aoriis appears to be very general. lacking most of the im- 
portant derived postcaninr dental and feeding specialties shared by the larger p i thec~~nes  
(although it does have an unusual, enlarged anterior dentition which is related to food har- 
vesting; see Roscnberger, 1992 j. 

There a r t  two viable interpretations to the relatively generalized dentition and fetd- 
ing behavior of Aorus. Either owl monkeys retain a more insectivorous postcanine dcnti- 
tion in concert with new "pithecline" harvesting specializat~ons of the anterior tezth; or 
the molars are derived as an insectivorous-fol~vorous adaptation associated with the shift 
to nocturnal~ty. We favor the latter view, in part. Some of the fossil pitheciines, such as 
Soviarehus and Lrrgunitniro, have postcanine teeth that do no1 resemble the flat-crown, 
crushing molars of saki-uakaris. This, too, is evidence for adaptive diversity and phyloge- 
nefic cont~nuity within this broadly defined group. 

While awareness of the dental specinlizations foreshadowed the demonstration of' 
saki-uakaris as seed predators based on field observations, we have made little headway 
toward understanding their social behav~or. Wright's (1989) comparative he!d study of 
the two smatIest members of this subtamily cunfirmed that both Callicebus mntoch and 
Aotux not only live in small family groups, but also that the adult members of the griluI1 
exhibit behaviors that  appear to rein force long-term sociosexual bonds. I n  conIraq!. we can 
construct only superficial outlines of the social systems ofthe three larger metnbers of  this 
subfamily. C'kiropote.~ and Cnct!iao form gmups of 15  or more individuals that are nut 
"hmily" oriented, in the traditional sense of monogamy. Small group sizes reported for 
Pithecicr has led to the conclusion that they are monogamous (Blrchanan et al.. 198 1. Ro- 
binson et al.. 1987). However, preliminary ohservations of white-faced saki soclal behav- 
ior make it apparent that sakis challenge the traditional criteria we apply to primate 
monogamy. 

First, in support of the interpretation that Pithecia pirhecira is monclgamouq: 

I. Based on the evidence of a few vocal playback exper~ments at Lake Guri. Vene- 
zuela, white-faced sakis responded as if they defend territories in a very tradi- 
tional way. Adult males and  females were attracted lo playbacks of loud calls 
recording during an inter-troop encounter, by approaching the spea her and giv- 
ing the same kind of call in response (Norconk and Araya, unpub). This repre- 
sents the first suggestion of territorial behavior in Pithecia spp. Previously, 
Pithecia was considered non-territorial and group sizes larger than a family unit 
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were inlerpreted as aggregates of mated pair units (Happel, 1981; Oliveira et al., 
1985; Soini, 1986). 

2. Both males and females are farced to disperse from their natal group at about 
three years of age. We observed individuals of both sexes permanently segre- 
gated from, and interacting aggressively with, the core social group. 

Second. confounding the view that Pithecia pithecia is monogamous: 

1 .  More rhan one adult of each sex coexists in a social group. Our observations of 
adlilt males (Gleason and Norconk, 1995) suggest that sakis operate within a 
complex social context involving cooperation and competition among adult 
males and amon9 adult fernales. Although our group of nine individuals may be 
unusually largc due  to the animals' inability to disperse from the island, similar 
observation'; of group size have been made in terra firme (Kinzey st al.. 1988 
for P pith-cilr; Soini, 1986 for P hirsura). 

2. There is no evidence of paternai care, although there is  some vcry interesting 
data suggesting allomaternal care by full-sized daughters or other adult females 
(Ryan, 1995 for I? pirheuia, Soini, 1986 for P hir.rura). The behavior is not very 
complex, but consists of mother foraging or fred~ng 50 to 100 in away from the 
infant and "caretaker", within earshot of rhe infant who often gives a separation 
call. 

3. It appears that both males and females jostle for reproductive pasir~cln within a 
5ocial group. After seven years of monitoring this group, we have never ob- 
served more than one female to glve birth in the same year although our homo- 
nal work (Scheidclzr and Norconk. unpubl.) shows t h ~ t  more than one female 
was reproductively active. We have also observed copulations by one male only, 
even when three adult males were rendect. 

In sum, Pitheciu pithecia is not a "typical" nloflogamous primate. For the larger pi- 
theciins, daia on group size and social aggregates support a view that these sakis are or- 
ganized on the "multiple male" them<: group sizes range f r ~ m  ! 5 to more than 30. Groups 
of chtropotes and Cacnino divide up during feeding and coalesce during long distance 
travel although group fisslon may be more marked in Ctrrfdmo c~alvus than Chiruyale.~ .sa- 

tunas. We are not yet sure of the relationship between the small feeding parties and social 
interactions. A y e s  ( 1  986) ilbserved small groups of uakaris isolated fur hours or days at a 
time, but as Intriguing as it is, rhere is still little evidence to add support to the hypothesis 
that "large groups [of Chiropofes] inight be relatively permanent aggrrgarions of monoga- 
mous subunits" (,Robinson et al.. 1987:49). Nevertheless, the temporary unions which 
form for feeding and possibly reproductive reasons. is yet another point of continui~y bc- 
tween the larger and smaller pitheciines; the big groups of Chiropotes and Cri~*ajao, the 
~ritcrmediate-sized groups of P. yithecro and the small, pair-bonded u n i ~ s  or  Cullicebus 
and A olus. It suggcsts that the social organization of ancestral pitheciines may have been 
strucrured abuut the preference to form small parties to mitigateil.rrnefit feeding and forag- 
ing stralegies 

The growing body of data from field work, systematics and pnleontology, when syn- 
thesized in an evolutionary perspective which recognizes the mosaic nature of change, 
provides evidence that the pi theciines are indeed an adaptive radiation. The fossil record 
amplifies this poi111 as do the studies on extant species. Pitheciines as a whole are not radi- 
cal and uninterprrtable, but saki-uakaris are the rule breakers within the larger group that 
challenge and enlarge evolutionary mndels. We are coming to realize that pitheciins are a 




